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Session summary

Details per lap

With all races set on Dynamic
weather setting this is our first
rainy race of this second season of
F1 2020. A rainy start and a dry
ending in France.

L1-T2

It was a good qualify with close
timings on the board. An
impressive time set by GEiT
Samuel. He together with Cringyy
the only ones with a 1.27.
We have seen some retirements
on track. Don’t do that. Drive in the
garage and retire from there. Some
laps were destroyed because of it.
In future sessions penalties will be
applied and the guide will be
adjusted if needed to improve our
league quality.

IEPOVICH being knocked off by
EcomonicBerry. Race incident.
Escaapo vs Fourie. We think Escaapo
shouldn’t go in that corner at that point.
To risky.

L1-T9/10
SC

AWRL Kevin crashed. DNF and a SC.

L4-T10

Lando lost his control, Escaapo could not
avoid him. Race incident.

L27-T9

DHR Graat crashed his car in the last lap.

Details per driver / team

*Note: not everyone will be mentioned.

GEiT Samuel
Fantastic Q lap Samuel. Really great. Too bad you had some troubles with
the rain. Dry weather next race!
AWRL Apollo
You showed a promising performance and with this you can give the top
players some competition. This race was a bit unlucky for you. In the next
one you can show the leaders your real skills. Thank you for racing with us.

The connection was problematic
for some. Also the moment of
rejoin caused some problems. The
tip is that if you disconnect, don’t
try to rejoin, but first restart the
game. After that try to rejoin. It will
safe time and the rejoin is more
successful.

Request:
We ask you all to record the race
on a USB stick. It will not cost you
bandwidth. You can record one
hour (the whole race) on the stick.
The clip is only needed on request.
This will not happen often, but if
we need a clip it is very helpful.
A small request with great
appreciation.

Don’t agree with something? Please let us know!

